The Chill-Its® Industrial Hard Sided Cooler is a durable, industrial jobsite cooler that keeps food or drinks cold for up to 30 hours. Features a 17-quart (16.1 L) main compartment, an interior compartment for personal items, an optional lock hasp to accommodate #1 Master Lock® (sold separately), and a fabric handle/shoulder strap for carrying. Holds up to 18 cans and is tall enough to store 1-liter bottles. Also available in larger 48-quart size.

Features
- LARGE MAIN COMPARTMENT – 17-quart (16.1 L) main compartment measures 12in x 16.2in x 12in (30.5cm x 41.2cm x 30.5cm)
- HOURS OF COOLING – Keeps cool up to 41°F // 5°C for 30 hours
- HARD-SIDED – Can be utilized as a stool, holds up to 300 lbs // 136.1 kg
- INTERIOR LID COMPARTMENT – Holds personal items such as phone, medicine, documents, etc.
- CARRY HANDLE/SHOULDER STRAP – Carrying handle easily converts to shoulder strap
- ACTIVATE COOLING GEAR – Industrial-grade cooler can be used to activate cooling products

Application
- Working in the heat
- Construction
- Maintenance
- Landscaping
- HVAC
- Boating or other weekend activities

ITEM # SIZE
13170 17 Qt
13171 48 Qt